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AImtraet--We apply symplectic integration schemes to solve two-point boundary value problems for the 
Euler-Lagrange equation. These methods admit a natural discrete variational principle, and are, therefore, 
a new type of approximation. Numerical results are given for several examples. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In classical mechanics, a geodesic flow x( t )  on the configuration space M" generally satisfies the 
Euler-Lagrangian equation: 
0, d (0L)= 0 
ax dt \0£ J  ' 
x(O) = Xo, x (T )  = Xr. 
(1) 
The flow of equation (1) minimizes the Lagrangian functional 
.Z'(x) = L (x ,  £c, t) dt, (2) 
do 
6x(O) = O, 6x(T )  = O. 
Problem (1) is a two-point boundary value problem for second-order differential equations. The 
conventional numerical methods for discretizing problem (1) are the difference method, spline 
approximation, Galerkin approximation, finite element methods and invariant embedding [1-3]. 
Now we present a new method. The method is a difference-algebraic method. In some special 
cases, such methods are classical difference schemes. The original idea of this method is to 
numerically integrate the initial value problem of the corresponding Hamiltonian system. Since the 
relationship between these methods and a discrete variational principle has been revealed [4, 5], it 
is natural to apply these methods to the two-point boundary value problem of the Euler-Lagrange 
equation (1). 
Maeda [4] considered one type of discrete canonical equation which admits a natural discrete 
variational principle. The present author [5] extended the work of Maeda [4], and has given a 
detailed analysis of the discrete variational principle and canonical schemes. All canonical schemes 
are commonly called symplectic schemes. Feng [6] thoroughly studied the construction of 
symplectic schemes via the generating function. The sympleetic integration technique has been 
shown to be advantageous for long time computation of initial value problems for Hamiltonian 
systems. Now we will show another advantage of symplectic ntegration, i.e. it will give the discrete 
optimal orbit for the Euler-Lagrange quation (1). 
In Section 2, we discuss discrete variational principles for symplectic schemes. The 
construction of symplectic schemes via a generating function is reviewed in Section 3. In 
Section 4 we discuss numerical computation via simple shooting methods, and some numerical 
examples are given in Section 5. In Section 6, we use the fourth-order time-centered 
symplectic scheme to solve two simple second-order ordinary differential equations. The first 
problem is normally a difficult problem to solve numerically, the second problem is mildly 
nonlinear. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Consider the Euler-Lagrange equation (1). Define the momentum variable 
aL 
p=j-$ (3) 
From equation (3), we obtain i = i(x,p, t). Hence, equation (1) can be rewritten as the 
Hamiltonian system 
(4) 
where 
H(x,p)=Q -L(x,.k,t) (5) 
f = R(x,p, t). (6) 
From the theory of Hamiltonian systems, there is a fundamental property that the phase flow 
F’(x,p) of system (4) is the canonical transformation from R”’ to R? 
where 
z = (P, XY, 
J= ’ In 
2n 
[ 1 -I, 0 
and I,, is an n x n unit matrix. 
The Hamiltonian system (4) can be discretized as the symplectic scheme 
Z”f’ = F(Z”, T) 
Z = (P, XIT 
and 
(ap@&‘))T J(!.!.)=J~, 
where r is the length of the time step. 
Proposition I 
Symplectic scheme (9) is the perturbation of Hamiltonian equation (4), i.e. scheme 
represented as a time-step-dependent Hamiltonian system. 
Proof. Generally, symplectic scheme (9) can be rewritten in the following form: 
q(r) = G*(qO, PO, r) 
P(r) = F*(q”9 PO, T), > 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(9) can be 
(11) 
(12) 
where q(T), p(r) E R”. Since q(0) = q”, p(0) =p”, when T is sufficiently small, we can solve 
q” = G(q(r),p(r), r) 
PO = F(q(r), P(T), T). > 
Differentiate system (12) with respect to r : 
O=G,,dq+G,dp+G,dr 
O=F,dq+Fpdp+F,dr. 
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Denote 
IGq,  
M= F,, 
Since the transformation matrix M is symplectic, 
We know that 
Namely, 
Now we get 
and 
MTJ~ m = J~. 
M- l  = j s t  MTj2,,. 
L-F~, 6~ J" 
dq 
dt =C G'--G[F~ 
@ 
dt 
- F~G,+GrqF,. 
Let 
U=I~[G, -G[F ,  and 
After some computations we can show that 
Up= UTp, Vq.~- VTq 
V = -Fq  T G~ + r Gq F¢. 
and Uq= - Vp. 
Therefore, we can find a potential function H(p, q, z), such that 
OH 
U ~ - -  Op 
and 
OH V~ m__  Oq" 
This function H(p, q, z) is the Hamiltonian function of the symplectic scheme. 
Proposition 1 can be found in Ref. [7]. Here we give a somewhat different proof. 
There are three classical types of symplectic schemes 
where Z , = (p~,q,)r: 
Type I 
where 
Type H 
where 
Z,+ l = Z , + ~(Z ' ,  Z '+ l, Ar t ) ,  
~P(Z', Z TM, A,t) = j~l OH~(P ~, q" + ', A,t) 
Ow 
w = (p~, q'+ I)T. 
OH 2( - '+  ! A,t) 
~(Z, ,Z ,+ l ,A , t )= j~ l  ,,t" ,q', 
Ow 
w = (p~ + t, q~)T. 
(22) 
(23) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20a) 
(20b) 
(21) 
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Type I l l  
where 
and 
OH~(p,+ 1/2, Qr+ l/s, Art) 
~,¢(Z r, z r+ l Art) = j~t Ow ' (24) 
w = (pr+ I/2, Q,+ I/2)T 
pr+l/2 = (pr+l +p0/2,  Qr+t/2 = (qr+t +q,)/2. 
Here H~ (i = 1, 2, 3) are called the generating functions for the symplcctic schemes. 
Proposition 2 (discrete Hamiltonian variational principle of Type I) 
For a Type I symplectic scheme we can construct 
Lit = pr. #r _ H~(p~, q~+l, Art) 
and 
(25) 
n- I  
-~1 = E L1. 
r=0 
3q0 = fiqr = 0, (26) 
Proposition 2 is given in Ref .  [4] .  
Proposition 2" 
The solution of symplectic scheme (23) with fixed boundary values is the stationary position of 
the discrete Lagrangian functional 
where 
and 
#~=Oq~' #~=p~+l_p~, i=1  . . . . .  n. 
Proposition 3 (discrete Hamiltonian variational principle of Type III) 
Define 
pr+ J/2 = (pr+l +pr)/2, Q,+ J/s = (qr+ i + q')/2, L3, = pr+ 1/2. #r  - -  H3(pr+ I/s, Qr+ l/s, Art) (29) 
and 
and 
/z~---0p~+t/2 , Iz,=q~+l--q[, 
p : _pO= OQ:/2; i=  l . . . . .  n. 
-~2 = ~ L2r, 
r=l 
6po = 6pr = 0, (27) 
L2r = q,. #r _ H2(pr+l, qr, Art) (28) 
OHm. q~ + I r 
#~ = 0p~' # '= - -  q;' i = I . . . . .  n. 
Then the solution of equation (22) with fixed boundary value q0 and qr is the stationary position 
of the discrete Lagrangian functional 
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Then the solution of a Type III symplectic scheme with fixed boundary values q0 and qr is the 
stationary position of the discrete Lagrangian functional 
n- I  
-~3 = ~', L3,, 
~qo = 6qr = 0. (30) 
The proof can be found in Ref. [5]. 
If  we only need to solve {q', z = 1 . . . .  , N - 1}, then we have the following conclusion. 
Proposition 3' (discrete Hamiltonian variational principle) 
Define 
Qr+l/2 = (qr+L + qr)/2, L3r = P'+l/2"lz" - H~(P "+1/2, Q,+l/2, A,t) p,+ ,/2 = (p,+l +p') /2,  
and 
Then the solution of 
c3H 3, ,+, , 
g~=q~ -q~,  i= l  . . . . .  n. /~' = 0p~+ 1/2 ;
aH3~p~ +i/2 Q • + 1/2, Ar t) 
q~+S _ qr = c~p~+ i/2 , 
p, + ,/2 _ pr -  l/2 = -~aH3"(P~ + l/2' Q" + '/2' Art ~Qr+ ,/2 F ~H~(P'- '/2'~Q, ' -  '/2' A't )t  /2 _ _  2, 
6qo=6qr=O, z = l ,2 . . . . .  N - l ,  
is the discrete stationary orbit of the discrete Lagrangian functional 
n- I  
.L# 3 = ~ L3~, 
T--I  
6q0 = ~qr = 0. 
When the Euler-Lagrangian system (1) is represented asa Hamiltonian system, the configuration 
variables q and momentum variables p play the same important role in the phase space. So we have 
the following model discrete Hamiltonian variational principle. 
Proposition 4 (modified discrete Hamiltonian variational principle of  Type I) 
For a Type I symplectic scheme the solution which is in dynamical state 1 at time tt (6q = 0) and 
in dynamical state 2 at time t: (6q = 0) is the stationary orbit of the discrete Hamiltonian functional 
n- I  
.~(q,p,~)= ~ p ' . (q '+ ' -q ' ) -H , (pr ,  qr+',A,t). (31) 
~0 
Proof. From 
we get 
and 
a '~=0 and ~'~ q--;  = 0, 
qr+ I = q, + Hrp(pr, q,+l, A,t) 
p,+l = pr _ HTq(p , ,  q,+ ,, Art). 
Hence, we get a Type I symplectic scheme. 
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Similarly, we have the following. 
Proposition 4" 
Consider the solution of a Type II symplectic scheme, its solution which is in dynamical state 
1 at time tl (6p = 0) and in dynamical state 2 at time t 2 (61) = 0) is the stationary orbit of the discrete 
functional 
n- - I  
Sa(q,p,Q = ~ p,+l .(¢+~_q,)_H,(p~+l,q,,A,t). (32) 
~0 
Proposition 5 (discrete modified Hamiltonian variational principle of Type III) 
Consider a Type III symplectic scheme, with fixed boundary conditions p(0) =P0, q(T) = qr or 
q(O) = qo, p(T)=Pr, its solution is the stationary orbit of the discrete Hamiltonian functional 
n- - I  
La(q, p, T) = Y' P '  + 1/2. (q~ +1 _ q ~) _ H, (P' + ,/2, Q~ + 1/~, A, t). (33) 
From the above discussion about the discrete variational principle for variants of symplectic 
schemes, we know, for different separable boundary conditions, that the symplectic schemes 
correspond to different ypes of the discrete variational principle, since for a small time step one 
type of symplectic scheme can be transformed into another type of symplectic scheme. 
Example 
Consider 
x"=f(t ,x) ,  x(O)=a, x(1)=b 
where a and b are given real numbers and f is a given real-valued continual function. 
The symplectic scheme 
x"+l -x"=%p "+l, p"+l-p"=%f(t . ,x")  
has a unique solution i f f  satisfies 
(34) 
inffx = -q  > - i t  2, 
S 
where S = {0 ~< t ~< 1} x {-oo,  +0o} [8], and % is the size of integration step. The discrete 
Lagrangian functional is 
L.=z.(½(P"+l)2+fff(t . ,a)da).  
The generating function for the symplectic scheme is 
Higher-order discrete xplicit symplectic schemes were given by Ruth [9]. Consider an ordinary 
differential system 
x" =f(t, x), (35) 
where x ~ R", and 
f(t, x) = - -  
Rewrite equation (35) as the Hamiltonian system 
OV 
~x" 
Yc --p, p =f(x, t). 
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The second-order xplicit symplectic scheme is 
p l=po,  x l=xo+~hpj ,  
p - -p ,+hf (x l , to+½h) ,  x=x,+½hP.  
The third-order explicit symplectic scheme is 
P, = Po + f(Xo, to) + -~ V(f(xo, to) " f (xo,  to)), x, = Xo + {hp,, 
2h + hp p=pl+~hf (x l , to+~ ), X=Xl  
Consider the general separable Hamiltonian system: 
Y¢ = g(p, t), 
p =f (x ,  t). 
The extension of these symplectic schemes i given below. The second-order scheme: 
Pl =P0, xl =xo+½hg(pt ,  to), 
P = Pl + hf(x l ,  to + h/2), x = x, + ½ hg(p, to + h); 
or 
The third-order scheme: 
or  
P, = Po + ½hf(xo, to), x, = Xo + hg(p,,  to + ½h), 
p=pt+½hf(x , , to+h) ,  x=x, .  
P, = Po + 7 hf(xo, to), xl = Xo + {hg(pl ,  to + ~4 h), 
h 25 h), p: = p, + ~ hf  (xt , to + { h ), x2=x, -5  g(p2, to + ~ 
P = P2 -- ~ hf(x2, to), x = x2 + hg(p, to + h); 
(36a) 
(36b) 
(37a) 
(37b) 
(38a) 
(38b) 
(39a) 
(39b) 
(39c) 
Pl = Po + hf(xo, to), xl = Xo - ~4hg(pl, to + h), (40a) 
I h P2 = P t - 2 hf (x , ,  to - ~4 h), x2 = x, + ~ hg(p2, to + ~ ), (40b) 
17 p =p2+{hf (x2 ,  t0+~h), x =x2+Thg(p ,  to+h).  (40c) 
symplectic schemes, we can use the shooting technique to solve the two-point With explicit 
boundary value problem for equation (35). Sanz-Serna [10] found that one type of implicit 
Runge-Kutta scheme is symplectic nvariant. All these schemes can be represented asone type of 
canonical form for symplectic schemes, so they admit a discrete variational principle implicitly. 
3. CONSTRUCT SYMPLECTIC SCHEMES VIA GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Feng [6] was the first to suggest construction of symplectic schemes via the generating functions. 
The idea lead to new types of expansions for the solution of ODEs [5]. The three types of symplectic 
schemes can be constructed by using generating functions with corresponding equations as follows. 
Type I 
.(os' ) ~S'(p, iT, t) + q = 0. (41) 
Type I I  
aSZ(~, q, ~) . [_  aS2\  
V vp/  
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Type III 
Where 
OS3(w, ~ ) + H(w - ½ J-t VS 3) = 0. (43) 
ton-Jacobi equations as follows. 
The first terms for each expansion are: 
and 
So ~ = - ,+p,  
So 2= _q+/~ 
s~ = O. 
Truncate series (44) with the appropriate order of accuracy to get the approximate formula: 
St(w, z)= ~ S~(w)z k. (45) 
k=0 
The generating function for symplectic schemes is as follows: 
Ht,(w) = St -  S~o, l = 1, 2, 3. 
Now, we list some symplectic schemes constructed via generating functions [6]. 
The second-order symplectic of Type I 
__T2( 
pk . l  = pk i _ "~Hq, (pk+ 1 qk) 2- ~ HqjHpj ) (pk+ l, qk) (46a) 
j = 1 /qt 
and 
qk+, qk+ k+l T2( ~ Hpj) • = THp,(p ,qk)+-~\j=lHq, (pk+,,qk), i=1  . . . . .  n. (46b) 
/P, 
The second-order symplectic scheme of Type II 
and 
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Let 
OH 
F = J - '  -~  (Z), 
z21 . ) 
pk+, =pk ZHq,(p*,qk+l)_.~{ ~ HqsHps (pk, qk+l) 
\ j  = 1 /qt 
qk+l=qki + zHp,(pk, qk+l)+_~\j=jHqjHp j (pk, qk+l), i=1  . . . . .  n. 
P~ 
Z = (p, q)T 
(47a) 
(47b) 
w='(2+Z) ,  VS 3 3S3 
= 0---~' Z =(p,q)L 
These equations are called Hamilton-Jacobi equations in classical mechanics [1]. 
The generating functions Sl(w) (l = 1, 2, 3) are expanded in a power series at (w, 0): 
+co 
St(w, *) = ~ S~(w)z k, l = 1, 2, 3, (44) 
k=0 
where w is the variable denoting the corresponding type of generating function. Feng [6] has 
obtained the expression for expansion (44) in a step-by-step rocedure by using the Hamil- 
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and 
where 
~j~l  k - I  
Z k+l/2 = (Z TM + Zk)/2; i = 1, 2 . . . . .  2n, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
(48) 
4. NUMERICAL  COMPUTATION VIA 
Consider a two-point boundary value problem: 
Rewrite it as Hamiltonian system: 
THE SHOOTING TECHNIQUE 
=f(x ,  t), (50a) 
=p.  (SOb) 
Keller [3] studied the two-point boundary value problem via the shooting method. We now use 
the simple shooting method to solve some examples. 
Approximate problem (49) with the third-order explicit symplectic scheme (also given in Ref. 
[91): 
P, =Po + ~4hffxo, to), x, = Xo + 2hp,, (51a) 
= 2h (51b) p2=p,+~hf(x , , to+~h) ,  x2 x , -~  P2, 
P = P2 - ~hf(x2, to), x = x2 + hp. (51c) 
First, we guess an initial value P0, integrate scheme (51) with the given position x0, then we get 
the values x(N), p(N) (Nh = 1) at the end point t = 1. Now we check xc = xl - x(N), if abs (xc) 
is less than the error criterion, if so, the computation is stopped. If not, we use Newtons method 
to modify P0: 
Po = po - x j (x3p ,  
where (x~) is evaluated via the scheme: 
7 (P,)p = (Po)e + ~hfx(xo, to)(xo)p, (xl)p = (xo)p + ~h(p, )p, (52a) 
(p~)p = (p,)p + ~ hfx(x l ,  to + ~ h )(x,  )p, (x2)p = (x,)p - ~h(p,)p, (52b) 
(p)p = (p,)p - ~hfx(x:, to)(X:)p, (X)p = (X~)p + h(p)p, (52c) 
with initial value (n = 0) 
(p)p= l, (x)p=O. 
Using P0, x0, repeat he above procedure again until another end position is met with the allowable 
error criterion. 
Using the above method, we can solve the second-order ODE with the two-point boundary value 
Ji + a(t)X =f(t ,  x), x(O) = Xo, x(1) = xa; (53) 
since we can rewrite it as the Hamiltonian system 
Yc = exp[ -  f ~ a(Q dx ] . p, (54a) 
[Io ] /~ = exp a(z) d~ f(t ,  x), (54b) 
=f(x ,  t), (49) 
x(O) = Xo, x(1) = x,. 
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we can use scheme (37-40) to solve it (general results for the inverse Lagrangian problem can be 
found in Ref. [12]). 
Now we consider the numerical solution of the Brachistochrone problem [13]. The solution of 
the Brachistochrone problem is the absolute minimum of the functional 
j=foIC+(Y')2)  I/2 y-+- i ] dx, (55) 
y (0 )=0,  y (1 )= l .  
The extremal orbit y(t) satisfies the Euler-Lagrangian equation 
aL d aL 
= 0, (56) 
c3y dt t~ 
where 
and 
Let 
We solve p from equation (59): 
OL (1 + p2)1/2 
a--y - 2 (y  + 1) '/5 (57) 
aL 
= [(1 +)~2)(1 +y)],/2 • (58) 
? 
P = [(1 +p2)(1 +y)]1/2- (59) 
(1 + y)1/2 
p = _+p 
[1 - p2(1 + y)]1/2" 
We take a plus symbol in equation (60), since we need p > 0. 
Substitute quation (60) into equation (56), 
1 
2(1 + y)aa[l -p2(1 + y)]1/2 
with boundary condition 
y (0) = 0, 
and use a symplectic scheme of Type I: 
y (1 )= l, 
and 
(60) 
(61) 
p.+l =p._  (1 + yn)-3/2 
211 -- (p"+ I)2(1 + y.)]1/2 At. (63) 
Although the scheme is implicit, we also can use the shooting technique to solve it. From the scheme 
(1 +y.)1/2 
(y.+ l)p = (y.)p + (p.+ l)p [1 - (p"+ ~)2(1 + y.)]la At 
+ p. + i (Y")P At 
2(1 + y")'/2[1 -- (p"+ ')5(1 + y.)]1/2 
+ p.+l (1 + y")~/2[2(p"+l)pp"+l(y" + 1)-- (p.+l)2(y.)p] At 
[1 -- (pn+ 1)2(1 + yn)]t/2 
y.+l =y.+p.+l (1 + y.)l/2 At (62) 
[1 - (p"+')2(1 + y.)],/2 
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and 
(1 + yn)-3/2[2(pn + ')pp" + I(y. + 1) -- (p" + ,)2(yn)p] At 
(P*+ ' ) '  = (P")P -- 211 -- (p"+ ')2(1 + y,)]l/2 
3(y")p 
+ 4(1 + y")5/2[1 -- (p~+ I)2(1 + y,)]l/2 At, 
with initial values 
(p)p= l, (y)p=O. 
Start from an initial p0 and one boundary condition y0, obtain the values pN and yN (NAt = 1), 
check and then modify the initial guess with Newton's method: 
if0 =p0 + ~oy,/(ylV)p. 
Repeat he above procedure again until another boundary condition is satisfied within the given 
tolerance. 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES VIA SIMPLE SHOOTING METHODS 
Now we consider several examples. The tolerance is 0.000000001. 
Example 1 
Consider the following equation: 
5 / -  --2cexp(x), 0<x < 1, (64) 
and 
x(0) = o, x(1)  = 0. 
In Ref. [12], it is shown that equation (64) has a unique solution when 2c takes the value given 
below: 
u,x,_  ln{oo'h[ x 
where 
and 
and 
2c~3.513830719125161 
0/4 = 1.199678640257734 
using a third-order explicit scheme with the shooting technique introduced in Section 4 to find its 
solution. Take the step h = 1/80. The total number of the shooting procedure is 16. The solution 
is given in Fig. 1, the maximum error 0.00021. 
Example 2 (Brachistochrone problem) 
The numerical scheme is given in Section 4. Now we take h = 1/80. The total for the shooting 
procedure is 7. The numerical result is given in Fig. 2. Here, we extract he values (vi) at nine points 
to compare with the results (u,) given in Ref. [13]: 
x 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
u 0.13635 0.26078 0.37554 0.48219 0.58187 0.67543 0.76353 0.85672 0.92542 
v 0A3533 0.25930 0.37391 0.48059 0.58041 0.67419 0.76256 0.84605 0.92508 
The maximum error is < 0.005. 
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE VIA GENERAL IZED NEWTON METHODS 
Consider Example 1 given in Section 5 above: 
and 
5/= - 2c exp(x), 
x(O)=O, x ( l )=O.  
(65) 
Now we use the fourth-order time centered symplectic scheme for equation (65): 
[ :"'+ )l X"+l--X"= h--~h3F'~" -2- x" P"+ 2+P" 
and 
p"+' 
where 
(66) 
i'x "+' + x" \  h 3 F /x  "+' + I'x "+' + x" x "+' + x" 
(67) 
F(x) = 3.513830719125161 • exp(x). 
1.0 
0.9  
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
y 0.~ 
0.4 
0.3  
0 .2  
0.1 
I I I I I 
O.Z 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
× 
Fig. 2 
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Let 
G(X.+~..l_x. p,,+l +p. \  Ix  "+| +x"  h3F {x"+l+ 
\ .. 
_ 2F,(X"+ ~ + x" x"+ ~ + x" )1 
From equation (67), we get 
2 2 
So we use a generalized Newton method [2] to solve x ~ from equations (66) and (67): 
g(.~.-I, x", x "+ I) 
.~n :'----- xn  - -  o9 
-n-- I  xn,  xn+l )  gx, (x , 
and 
g(x ~- t, x", x ~+ I) = P"+ l + p.  
2 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
+G(X"+X"- I  p ,+p, - i~  n=l ,2 ,  ,N  (Nh = 1). (71) 
\ 2 ' 2 ] J  . . . .  
In the computations, we make use of a bidirectional sweep to effectively solve equation (69). The 
initial guess for x is 
and 
x=l - - ( l - -2 t )  2, 0<t<l ,  
o9 = 1.7. 
The error criterion to stop the Newton iteration procedure is 10 -It. The total number for the 
iteration is 15,228. [Using a generalized Newton method to solve equation (69), we find the 
convergence is slow, since we use the error criterion 0.00001, after the iteration procedure repeating 
3935 times the computation is stopped (see Fig. 3). But we just show that we can numerically solve 
equation (69).] The numerical result is given in Fig. 4, the maximum error is 0.007. In Fig. 5, we 
also give the numerical result for the second-order time centered Euler scheme (h = 1/20, the total 
number of Newton iterations is 1279, the initial guess and the error criterion are as above), the 
maximum error is 0.095. All numerical results are compared with the accurate solution. We find 
that the fourth-order scheme really gives the better approximation to the solution of the 
Euler-Lagrangian equation (refer to Example 1 in Section 4, where we used a third-order explicit 
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symplectic scheme via a simple shooting technique to solve the same equation). However, the 
extension of the Euler scheme to the high order is necessary. 
Now we use the same method to solve the mildly nonlinear equation: 
37 = exp(x) ,  (72) 
x (0)  = 0, x (1 )  = 0. 
The analytic solution for equation (72) is given below: 
x(z) = - In2  + 2 ln [C  sec((z - 1/2)C/2)], 
where 
C = 1.336055694906108.  
First, we use the fourth-order time centered scheme to approximate it (h = 1/20) and use the 
generalized Newton method to solve the discrete system. All numerical treatment is the same as 
the previous example. The total number of iteration steps is 347. We also make use of the time 
centered Euler scheme to solve it under the same conditions, the total number of iteration steps 
is 134. The maximum error for the fourth-order time centered scheme is 10 -8 , for the time centered 
Euler scheme it is 5 .10  -5. 
The time centered scheme is a symmetry scheme [1]; it can be applied to more general problems. 
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